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Wilwood’s new DynaPro 6 Big Brake kits for the 2005 and up Mazda 3’s equipped with 17” wheels deliver big brake
stopping power, high-tech styling, and uncompromised performance for the road or track.
DynaPro 6 calipers are precision CNC machined from premium alloy billet forgings, then assembled with six stainless
steel differential bore pistons and high-temperature controlled retraction internal bore seals. The piston sizes are matched
to the Original Equipment (OE) master cylinder output to maintain full functionality of the entire OE system, including ABS
and the proper front-to-rear bias ratio.
Additional big brake stopping power and high efficiency cooling come from the oversized 12.88” diameter rotors. GT rotors
for the track, and SRP performance drilled and slotted e-coat rotors for the street, are machined from Wilwood’s certified
Spec 37 alloy castings. Spec 37 provides the highest degree of durability and resistance to thermal fatigue and distortion
throughout all types of heat cycles. Lightweight aluminum hats securely mount the rotors to the OE hubs to help minimize
the rotating and unsprung weight.
Friction is provided by BP-10 compound Smart Pads. BP-10 runs clean and quiet on the street, with high fade resistance
and excellent wear qualities during intermittent high heat cycles. A full range of high-temperature, high friction pad
compounds, along with Thermlock® piston upgrades with internal dampening springs, can be ordered by special request
to custom tailor and fortify the braking capacity for competition applications and all other types of driving conditions.
To complete the package, precision machined mounting brackets, premium grade hardware, and DOT approved jacketed
stainless steel braided flexlines, are included with every kit to simplify the fully bolt-on installation of this high-end
performer. M.S.R.P. starts at $1,245.99.

Wilwood has been expertly designing and manufacturing high-performance disc brakes in the USA since 1977.
Engineered and rigorously tested for the track, Wilwood brakes provide unsurpassed quality and performance with sleek,
lightweight designs. Wilwood has dominated the motorsports arena for decades, making their street market brakes among
the most technologically advanced around.
For more information, or to request high resolution photos for printing, contact Wilwood Engineering at info@wilwood.com
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